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P R E PA R E D B Y L I C E N S I N G M A N A G E M E N T I N T E R N AT I O N A L

HISTORY

British Motor Heritage represents the classic
marques of Austin, Morris, Wolseley and Rover
together with the iconic British sports cars of
MG and Austin-Healey.
All are available for worldwide license. The
BMH licensed products and designs have been
inspired by the original sales brochures and
advertising material held in the BMH archive.
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THE BMH LOGO

BMC, Nuffield and the Heritage logo are
trademarks of British Motor Heritage.

British Motor Heritage and its logos are the registered
trademarks of British Motor Heritage Limited. The trademarks
were commissioned by the company in 1983 and have been in
continual use ever since.
Over the years, the Heritage trademarks have become the sign
for quality of service and manufacture. The use of the logos has
been identified with Specialist Approval which is the Quality
Benchmark for the Classic Car Industry and with Quality Original
Equipment product.
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Elegant
Refined
Sophisticated
Masculine
A rich British legacy and roots
Traditional
Adventurous
Classic
Nostalgic/Vintage
Attention to detail
Style

The British Motor Heritage Brand encompasses a
collection of classic car marques representing the golden
era of British car manufacturing.
The British Motor Heritage collection of licensed products
utilising the approved marques is targeted at men over 21
who may have fond sentimental memories of owning their
own MGs, Morris Minors or Austin-Healeys in their youth.
We believe that collectors of fine wine, memorabilia and
classic cars would be a key target for this Brand. The BMH
Brand offers a prime opportunity for gift giving.
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BMH MARQUES

THE BMH MARQUES ARE AS FOLLOWS
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BMH MARQUES - AUSTIN

Registered in 1909, the Austin Word form was used on cars and
literature well into the late 1930s. The last appearance was probably
the cast-in feature on the side of the crankcase on the Austin 3.5 litre
(later 4 litre) petrol engine used in trucks from 1939, in the A125/A135
Austin Princess models and Jensen cars of the 1950s.
An elaborate scrolling form of the badge, 'Austin of England' was used
on various models in the 1950s, either on the scuttle areas or the boot
lid.
This was Lord Austin's personal coat of arms, created for him when he
became Baron Austin of Longbridge in 1936, in recognition of his
support of Lord Rutherford’s atomic research at the Cavendish
Laboratory. Although he was disinclined to flaunt the coat of arms
himself, the company was proud to use it after his death in 1941. It
appeared on the radiator and bonnet badges and steering wheel
bosses of many Austins in the 1950s and 1960s.
One of the most recent appearances was on the bonnet badge and
side/rear decals of the Mini 30 special editions of 1989. It was a last
minute substitution for the intended Royal Warrant, which the Lord
Chancellor vetoed on the grounds that these Mini 30 models might
have appeared to be on the Royal Household fleet! The original
graphic version of the 'Winged Wheel' was registered in 1906, and it
was interpreted slightly differently for the brass badge fitted to the
radiators of the earlier cars.
Over time, it slowly evolved and modernised, making its last
appearances in a highly stylised form on the A40 Somerset and A70
Hereford models up to 1954.
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BMH MARQUES – AUSTIN-HEALEY

The Austin-Healey name came about overnight when, at
the 1952 Earls Court Motor Show, Donald Healey
displayed his new 100 model. Leonard Lord of Austin, on
seeing the car, signed an overnight deal with Healey to
mass produce the car.
The next day the display signage was re-written to
advertise the car as the new Austin-Healey 100.
The winged badge was used on the prototype model
displayed at the show without the Austin name - which
there had not been an opportunity to revise. Afterwards
it was applied to subsequent Austin-Healey 100 and
3000 models with subtle variations on the original.
Appearing on the Austin-Healey Sprite at its introduction
in 1958, this special version of the Austin Coat of Arms
appeared on the bonnet of one of the world's best loved
little sports cars.
With the introduction of the Mk II Sprite, the badge
gained wings before reverting to its former style when
the badge was moved to the grille on 1970 model year
cars.
At the end of 1970 the Healey name was discontinued
and a revised Austin badge was applied to the grille this too disappeared when, in June 1971, the remaining
stocks of Austin Sprites were sold.
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BMH MARQUES – BMC

The merger in 1952 of Austin and the Nuffield Group
brought together the names of Austin, Morris, MG,
Wolseley, Riley, Austin-Healey and Vanden Plas.
The newly formed company was known as BMC - the
British Motor Corporation. It is said that a considerable
number of potential BMC logos were designed, but the
process of choosing the right one took so long that
Chairman Leonard Lord lost patience and threw a Rosette
that his Hereford cattle had won onto the table, telling his
subordinates to work up a version in red white and blue!
Though individual marques retained their own identity, the
BMC Rosette would always appear alongside on any
leaflet, brochure - even in garage forecourts and workshops
around the world.
The BMC Competitions Department was established in
1955, being based at the MG factory in Abingdon, and
drawing on the inherent motor sport enthusiasm and
knowledge on site. So it was no surprise that the
department’s logo, based on the BMC rosette with a
central ‘Ecurie’ legend, should have the MG credo ‘Safety
Fast’ superimposed. This logo became a familiar and
jealously-guarded addition to the flanks of many works cars
- it was always removed if a car was sold off.
After five turbulent years mainly concerned with racing the
Rover SD1 and rallying the MG Metro 6R4, the department
was finally closed down in 1986.

BMC, Nuffield and the
Heritage logo are
trademarks of British
Motor Heritage.
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BMH MARQUES - MG

When Morris Garages became known as MG, the original
double shield device was dropped in favour of this
simple and bold design. Still used today, it is one of the
most emotive images in motoring.
Used on all company paperwork and advertising since
the late 1920s the car badges have incorporated red and
cream, brown and cream, even black and white without
losing any of its apparent strength or identity. A variation
of the Octagon has been created to differentiate the
modern aims and aspirations of current MG cars.
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BMH MARQUES - MORRIS

When W.R. Morris launched his car building business
with the 1913 Morris Oxford, he did not have to look
too hard for a marque logo - he adopted and
adapted the Oxford City Arms, which show an Ox
above a ford.
The basic logo was used with remarkably little
change, albeit in many different settings, on the
front of Morris cars right up until 1971, with the last
of the Farina Morris Oxfords, and its removal from
the Morris 1100, 1300 and 1800 models. It did not
appear on the subsequent Morris Marina and Ital
models, as these carried the relevant corporate
identifiers, such as the Leyland roundel or the Austin
Morris ‘wing’.
The Morris marque lapsed with the end of Ital
production in 1983/4.
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BMH MARQUES – NUFFIELD

When Sir William Morris was granted his peerage in 1938,
he was residing at his estate in Nuffield , South East of
Oxford, and so took the title of Viscount Nuffield. He
celebrated by re-organising Morris Motors and all its
associated companies under the mantle of The Nuffield
Organisation in 1940.
Nuffield became a trademark in its own right, being
applied to everything from tractors to the in-house printer,
Nuffield Press, which still trades today outside of the motor
industry.
Lord Nuffield’s substantial philanthropic activities are still
witnessed today by many Nuffield Hospitals around Britain,
and Nuffield College at Oxford University.

BMC, Nuffield and the Heritage logo are trademarks
of British Motor Heritage.
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BMH MARQUES - ROVER

The ‘Rover’ name first appeared on a tricycle
made by the Coventry firm of Starley & Sutton in
1884, but soon became the company name, with
car production starting in 1904. As the
Scandinavian Vikings were amongst the most
famous ‘rovers’ of history, the company began to
use a Viking Warrior talisman as a mascot in
1922.
In 1929, the first version of the Viking Ship
badge appeared on the radiator shell of cars like
the Light Six, and Rover also offered a Viking
Head mascot for the radiator cap.
It is unlikely that any other car marque badge in
the world has had so many different
interpretations and renderings as Rover’s Viking
Ship. Until fairly recently, it was common to find
three or more quite different versions of the
badge around the same car, and variations in
printed material, dealer signage etc. were
legion. However, some ‘corporate identity’
discipline was introduced in from 1989 onwards.
The latest re-design of the badge took place
only in 2003, ready for the centenary year of
Rover cars.

Rover is the trademark of Land Rover UK
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B M H M A R Q U E S – S TA N D A R D C O V E N T R Y

The Coventry-based Standard Motor Company was formed
in 1903 by Reginald Maudslay, whose cousins already ran
the Maudslay Motor Company. Many of its early cars were
fairly large, including the 1905 18/20hp, one of the first
British six-cylinder cars, but Standard grew to become one
of the UK’s major car makers mainly through its light and
medium cars, beginning with the 1913 9.5hp Model S.
Standard used a variety of different logos and trademarks
over the years. From 1908 to 1930, the Standard radiator
badge was circular, incorporating a Union Flag. Maudslay
saw a Roman Standard of the IXth Legion at a Sothebys
auction, and was inspired to adopt this device as an
additional trademark in 1921. There was also a very mixed
chronology motif which had a simplified Roman Standard
used as a flagpole for a British Naval Ensign flag. In the
early 1930s, the Union Flag radiator badge was scaled
down and sprouted ‘feathered wings’. When the famous
‘Flying Standard’ saloons adopted the waterfall grille style
in 1936/37, the radiator badge became a vertical
upstanding Union Flag.
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B M H M A R Q U E S – VA N D E N P L A S

Brussels coachbuilder Henri Vanden Plas established a
workshop in London in 1913. The assets of the Belgian
company were liquidated in WW1, but Edwin Fox reestablished the UK operation at Kingsbury, North London
in 1923.
Vanden Plas became a respected maker of bespoke bodies
for chassis from Bentley, Daimler, Lagonda and Alvis
between the wars. Austin bought the company in 1946 to
build the big Austin Princess saloons and Limousines.
A successful batch of Vanden Plas-trimmed Austin A105
models in 1958 led to the launch of a ‘Princess 3-litre’
version of the Farina-styled Austin Westminster in October
1959; in May 1960 the ‘coronet’ badge and Vanden Plas
marque name were applied to both the 3 litre saloon and
the big 7-seater Limousine. Subsequent Vanden Plas
models included the 4 litre R, the exquisite 1100/1300
derivatives and the 1500, an upmarket Allegro. Some
Jaguar/Daimler models were also given the Vanden Plas
trim treatment.
The Kingsbury works closed in 1979, but the Vanden Plas
name has since been used for various top of the range
Austin and Rover derivatives .
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BMH MARQUES - WOLSELEY

Starting life as a manufacturer of sheep shearing machinery,
Wolseley developed to become a respected and popular
car maker renowned for technical excellence.
Following the First World War Wolseley's fortunes wavered,
the company going bankrupt in 1926 whereupon it was
purchased, following a bitter battle with Austin, by William
Morris. Instead of the factories being merged, the Wolseley
name remained, the badge in particular became a symbol
of pride.
Used on radiators since the late 1920s and illuminated
since 1933, this classic logo continued to be used (as seen
on Police vehicles in countless British films) until the last
Wolseley 2200 was produced in 1975.
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G U I D E L I N E S + A P P R O VA L S
Licensing Procedure
When Licenses are granted by British Motor Heritage both
Rover and MG will require a separate agreement as terms
vary to the other BMH marques of Austin, Austin-Healey,
Morris and Wolseley.
Once the terms of a license are agreed these are laid out in
a deal memo format prepared by the Licensing Agent LMI
Ltd for signature by all parties.
Every License Agreement issued will include the Copyright
and Trademark line for that particular marque. A list of all
the models ever produced for each marque that BMH has
the licensing rights to will also be included in the
Agreement.
On completion of the signed License Agreement the BMH
official approval format will be shared with the Licensee for
them to complete and submit to LMI, with all their initial
concepts and designs, for BMH comments and approval. If
there are any revisions to be made the Licensee will be
required to resubmit the concept/design for BMH to
approve before preproduction samples are submitted with
accompanying approval form for final comments/approval
by BMH.
A sample BMH Approval form is provided once the final
license agreement has been signed by all parties.
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PRODUCT EXAMPLES – DIECAST
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PRODUCT EXAMPLES – VIDEO & SLOT GAMES
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P R O D U C T E X A M P L E S – G I F T S & C O L L E C TA B L E S
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P R O D U C T E X A M P L E S – G I F T S & C O L L E C TA B L E S
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P R O D U C T E X A M P L E S – A P PA R E L
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P R O D U C T E X A M P L E S – A P PA R E L
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ARCHIVE ADVERTISING ARTWORK
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ARCHIVE ADVERTISING ARTWORK
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ROVER ARTWORK - CONCEPTS
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BMH ARTWORK - CONCEPTS
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MG ARTWORK - CONCEPTS
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MORRIS ARTWORK - CONCEPTS
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MORRIS ARTWORK – CONCEPTS
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C O R E C AT E G O R I E S

! Apparel & Accessories
! Watches
! Giftware
! Desktop and Office Gifts
! Luggage & Travel gear
! Stationery
! Posters
! Diecast
! Computer games
! Furniture and Home Decor
! Personal Care
! Publishing
! Promotional partnerships
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K E Y C O N TA C T I N F O R M AT I O N

WORLDWIDE MASTER AGENCY
LICENSING MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL
T: +44(0)1425 403430
E: enquiries@lmiuk.com
6 Lymington Enterprise Centre
Lymington, Hampshire SO41 8LZ, UK
www.lmiuk.com
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